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Abstract -We consider dielectric measurements using a probe consisting of coaxial transmission line with an open-circuit end placed against the
sample. For the 2.99 or 3.6 mm (OD) probes considered in this study, a
simple lumped parameter model shows errors above 1 GHz that increase
greatly with frequency. We evaluate an approximate model due originally
to Marcuvitz, on the basis of measured probe impedances from 1 to 18
GHz with samples consisting of water, methanol, and dioxane-water
mixtures. This model is more accurate than the lumped-parameter model,
and is better suited for calibration of the automated network analyzer.
Finally, we consider the errors introduced in dielectric measurements by
the use of approximate models for the probe. The technique succeeds
because of partial cancellation of errors in modeling the probe in ANAbased measurements.

S

EVERAL AUTHORS have described the use of openended coaxial transmission lines as sensors for measurement of the complex permittivity E of materials at
microwave frequencies [lj-[6]. The probe (typically a length
of the common 3.6 mm OD semirigid line) is placed
against the sample and its complex reflection coefficient I'
is measured with an automated network analyzer (ANA).
The ANA is calibrated by measuring the reflection coefficient of the line with known loads, typically open and
short circuits and a reference liquid such as water. A good
electrical model for the probe is needed, both to calibrate
the ANA and to calculate the dielectric properties of the
sample from the probe admittance.
In the limit of low frequencies, the admittance Y of the
probe is given by a lumped-parameter model:

Y = C,

+ joCj(ct-

jc")

where C, and Cf are constants that depend on the dimensions of the probe, w is the frequency (rad/s), and c = c'jr" is the complex permittivity of the sample.
As the frequency is increased, this model fails because of
the presence of higher order modes at the aperture and (at
still hlgher frequencies) because of radiation effects. While
no rigorous closed-form solution exists, several approximate solutions are available. Marcuvitz expressed the admittance of a probe as an integral over its aperture [7]; this
approximation was rederived in equivalent forms by Levine
and Papas [8] and Misra [9]. Marcuvitz's approximation
can be expanded in a series that is convenient for numerical solution, and in this form has been used in experimental studies employing the probe technique [lo]. Alternatively, the probe admittance can be numerically calculated
using the mode-matching technique [ll]. This method explicitly takes higher order modes into account and is more
accurate but too time-consuming for microcomputer-based
measurements.
As shown below, Marcuvitz's approximation is only a
modest improvement over the lumped-parameter model
for the probes considered here. However, for ANA-based
measurements it significantly enhances measurement accuracy. The reason, apparently, is a cancellation of errors;
errors in calibrating the ANA are partially compensated
by subsequent miscalculation of the permittivity from the
(mismeasured) admittance. (The ANA is still miscalibrated, however, which might lead to imperfect cancellation of resonance-type artifacts [12].)
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11. THEORY
The two equivalent formulations for the admittance of
the line are
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS
FOR THE COAXIAL
TRANSMISSION
LINES
USEDFOR THIS STUDY

TABLE I1
DISPERSION
PARAMETERS
USEDWITH EQ. (4) TO CALCULATE
THE DIELECTRIC
PROPERTIES
OF THE FLUIDS
USEDIN THIS STUDY
Substance
water
80% water20% dioxane

3.75

61.9

1.1

0

60% water40% dioxane

3.35

44.5

1.5

0.1

40% water60% dioxane

3.1

27.2

1.7

0.1

20%water80%dioxane
-4.37 (-12)

1,

-3.86 (-13)

The outer diameter (0.d.) is nominal only and used for reference in the
discussion in the text.
Exponents are indicated in parentheses.

dioxane

2.2

2.2

-

-

methanol

5.6

32.6

4.8

0

Values for water and methanol from [14].
For the dioxane-water mixtures, r , was obtained from 1151 and the
dispersion parameters for these solutions estimated by interpolation from

1161.
-

Temperature is 2 5 ° C .

characteristic admittance of the line (from Misra). In addition,
Y = G + jB
G=

the term B1 in the Appendix, divided by the frequency; Co
is small and is neglected for present purposes.

-

Yodc

ln(b/a)&

-

1
/(v'2'_8

o

[ J0(k,&b

sin 13)

Si (2k,&a sin (8/2))

- Si (2k,&h sin (8/2)] dB

(from Marcuvitz). In these expressions, a and b are the
inner and outer radii of the line (Table I); k o is the
propagation constant in free space, 27rf/c, where c is the
velocity of light in vacuum and f the frequency; r and c,
are the relative permittivities of the material under test and
the dielectric in the transmission line, respectively; Jo is
the Bessel function of order zero; and Si is the sine
integral.
These results are approximate in several respects: they
were derived assuming the presence of an infinite conductive flange over the aperture (not present with the coaxial
lines), and they do not explicitly account for higher order
modes at the aperture. In addition, the properties of any
real probe will vary because of manufacturing tolerances.
In this study we evaluated (2) and (3) numerically, using
either a series expansion or numerical integration. The
Appendix contains a series expansion that is valid for the
frequency range and probe dimensions used in this study.
(Fewer terms in this expansion are reported in [lo].)In the
lumped-parameter model, the parameter C' corresponds to

For the experiments, probes were constructed from
lengths of semirigid 50 &? coaxial line (3.6 mm OD line
with a type SMA connector, or 2.99 mm OD precision line
with a precision type K connector) ranging in length from
9.5 to 14 cm. The end distal to the connector was machined flat and polished with fine crocus cloth. The 2.99
rnm line and K connector have considerably higher precision than 3.6 mm line and SMA connector, and were used
for most of the measurements discussed below.
The reflection coefficients of the probes were measured
from 0.1 to 18 GHz using a Hewlett-Packard model 8510
ANA. For these measurements, the ANA was calibrated
using the normal factory-standard calibration loads (short
circuit, open circuit, 50 &? sliding and fixed loads) at the
end of a length of precision flexible test cable. A probe
was then connected to the test cable, taking care not to
flex the cable. The reference plane of the measurement was
defined by shorting the end of the probe with aluminum
foil and adjusting the electrical delay of the ANA until a
constant 180" phase angle was observed. The small reflection from the connector on the coaxial line was removed
using the time-domain gating feature of the ANA. In this
procedure, the measured reflection coefficients were transformed into the time domain, the connector reflection was
electronically gated out, and the data were then transformed back into the frequency domain.
Measurements were conducted from 0.1 to 18 GHz on
several reference liquids: water, methanol, and various
water-dioxane mixtures. The dielectric properties of these

I
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15.0

17.0
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Fig. 1. Measured and calculated admittances of 2.99 mm (OD) openended coaxial transmission line immersed in water. (a) Real part.
(b) Imaginary part.

Fig. 2. Measured and calculated admittances of 2.99 mm (OD) openended coaxial transmission line immersed in methanol. (a) Real part.
(b) Imaginary part.

IV. CORRECTIONS
TO THE MEASURED
ADMITTANCE
liquids are summarized by the empirical equation

with parameter values summarized in Table 11. Measurements were conducted at 20-25 CO.
Figs. 1 and 2 compare the measured admittance of the
2.99 mm probe when immersed in methanol and water
with Marcuvitz's approximation (eq. (3)) and the lumpedparameter model (eq. (1)). Marcuvitz's approximation
works quite well for methanol over the entire frequency
range of the measurements; it is less satisfactory for water.
The errors in the reflection coefficient (given as the magnitude of the difference between the measured and calculated reflection coefficients) for water at 10 GHz are 0.06
(Marcuvitz's approximation) and 0.14 (lumped-parameter
model). For methanol at 10 GHz these errors are 0.02 and
0.04 respectively. Marcuvitz's approximation is clearly an
improvement over the lumped-parameter model, although
the errors involved considerably exceed those of factorystandard calibration loads for ANA calibration. (Another
source of error, not considered here, is the uncertainty in
the dielectric properties of the reference liquids, which can
be several percent at microwave frequencies.)

We compare the lumped-parameter model and
Marcuvitz's approximation for ANA calibration. The formalism for such corrections is well known. If rMis the
measured reflection from a load (the coaxial aperture
terminated by the sample) whose true reflection coefficient
is rL,

where A = Sl1S2,- S2,S12 and { S , , ) are the elements of
the scattering matrix representing the two-port network.
The elements of S can be found from measurements on
three standard loads.
Equation (5) can be used to derive an alternate formulation:

where Y, (i = 1,2,3) are the aperture admittances, and r,
(i = 1,2,3) are the corresponding reflection coefficients using three standard loads. This equation represents a linear
fractional transformation of the reflection coefficient to
the admittance, based on the invariance of the cross ratio
in (6).
To test this approach, we used (6) with experimental
data to calculate the dielectric properties of water-dioxane
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TABLE I11
CALCULATED
PERMITTIVITIES
OF WATER-DIOXANE
SOLUTIONS,
USINGCORRECTION
METHODSDESCRIBED
IN THE TEXT

---methanol
act. - -water act.
1 0 0 .- - - -20% dioxane act
A -20% dioxane calc.
A -methanol calc.

80 -Solution

Frequency

6

GHz

(Eq. 1 )

L

6

(Eq. 2 )

E'

(Lit. )

80% w a t e r 20%
dioxane

1
3
10
18

64- j 4
6 3 - j12
45-j24
23- j 2 0

63- j4
58- j12
4 0 - j26
28- j28

62- j 4
60- j12
4 3 - j27
27- j28

60% w a t e r 40%
dioxane

1
3
10
18

44- j 5
39- j l 0
27- j12
17-j9

44- j 4
39- j l l
22- j18
1 6 - j16

43- j 5
39- j l l
25- j18
1 6 - j16

40% w a t e r 60%
dioxane

1
3
10
18

26- j 3
22- j 6
15-j6
10-j3

26- j 3
23- j 7
12-j10
8-j7

26- j 3
23- j 7
14-j10
9- j9

20% w a t e r 80%
dioxane

1
3
10
18

1 1 - jl
10-j2
7-jl
5+j0.5

11-j l
10-j3
6- j 3
5- j3

11-j l
10-j3
7- j3
5- j 3

40

-I

20--

f, GHz

(a)
60

,,

,

I

- - -20% dioxane act
- - -methanol act
A -20% diaxane c a l c
A -methono1 colc

--water act.

The reference standards consisted of data obtained with the 2.99 mm
probe immersed in water, methanol, and dioxane. The literature values
were calculated using eq. (4). with the parameters given in Table 11.

Rml Part (Eq. 2)

+

* Dlmpmralon Eq.(nal)

1m.o. Part (Eq. 2)

-+ DIa~ermlonEq.(lmag)

Im8glnary h r t

1"

f, Gtiz

Fig. 4. (a) Real part and (b) imaginary part of the permittivity of three
liquids (water, methanol, 20 percent dioxane-80 percent water), showing effects of miscalibration of ANA due to the use of lumped-parameter model (eq. (1))for the probe. The calculations assume a 2.99 mm
probe, with calibration standards consisting of open and short circuits
and water.

Frequency in GHz
Fig. 3. Real and imaginary parts of the permittivity of methanol, measured with a 3.6 mm coaxial probe, calculated using eq. (2), compared
with literature values. The calibration loads were open and short
circuits and water.

mixtures. The inputs consisted of measured reflection coefficients from 2.99 mm probes in water, methanol, and
dioxane (I?,, I?, I?, used for calibration) and water-dioxane mixtures. For each water-dioxane mixture, the corrected probe admittance was obtained from (6). The permittivity of the sample was then found by solving (3)
iteratively using the series expansion in the Appendix. The
lumped-parameter model appears to introduce substantial
errors in the loss (the imaginary part of c"), as shown in
Table 111. Marcuvitz's approximation reduces these errors.
Finally, the correction method was applied to data obtained from a probe made from 3.6 mm semirigid coaxial
line, whose connector (type SMA) had a high reflection
coefficient of about 0.05 at 10 GHz. The calibration loads
consisted of an open and a short circuit and water; measurements were performed on 0.3 N NaCl and methanol.
The results for methanol are shown in Fig. 3. The suggested calibration procedure eliminates noticeable oscillatory behavior due to connector artifacts.

Several authors (notably, Stuchly and coworkers [2]-[4])
have reported extensive measurements on tissues using 3.6
mm probes at frequencies up to 10 GHz. (In most cases,
the ANA was calibrated from measurements on the probe
when shorted, open-circuited, and immersed in water.)
Despite the use of the lumped-parameter model, they
achieved high accuracy in their measurements.
To explore this further, we simulated the effects of
miscalibration of the ANA that would result from using
the lumped parameter model. Simulated calibration data
were obtained for an open and a short circuit (I? = 1 and
- 1, respectively), and for the probe immersed in water
(with r calculated from (3)). The assumed reflection coefficients for these measurements were + 1 and - 1, and the
probe reflection coefficient from water was calculated on
the basis of (1). Then, the elements of the presumed
"scattering matrix" for system errors (which actually represent errors due to the lumped-parameter model) were
calculated using ( 5 ) and used to "correct" the reflection
coefficients from several liquids that had been calculated
using (3). Finally, the dielectric properties of the liquids
were calculated using (1).
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The results of this simulation are shown in Fig. 4. The
permittivity values (c') are remarkably accurate. In contrast, the loss (€") is underestimated above a few GHz, by
about 20 percent for the water-dioxane mixture at 10
GHz, and by much larger fractions for the methanol. The
previous studies [2]-[4] used a reference liquid (water) that
is electrically similar to the test materials (high-water-content tissues). This is likely to ensure high accuracy in the
measurements, despite errors in the model of the probe. At
frequencies below ca. 1 GHz, the model-dependent errors
become very small and the lumped-parameter model is
satisfactory.

probe technique succeeds because the errors in modeling
the probe are partially canceled by calibration errors in the
ANA. While the final measurement errors are difficult to
quantify, they appear to be small if the electrical properties
of the reference liquid are close to those of the sample
under test or at low frequencies.

In the expressions below, all dimensions are in cm and
all frequencies in Hz. The probe admittance Y (in siemens)
is given by

VI. CONCLUSION
Marcuvitz's approximation improves the accuracy of
dielectric measurements using coaxial probes and is useful,
for the probes considered here, up to ca. 10 GHz. The

where
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Y=G(f )+jB(f)
where
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where

(This expansion, to fewer terms, is given in [lo].) The
characteristic impedance of the line is 2,.Note that k ( f )
and K( f ) are complex functions of the complex permittivity r, which is defined in the Introduction.
We have incorporated this series in the software to
perform the probe measurements, using a Hewlett-Packard
model HP8410 ANA controlled by a H-P 9836 computer.
The permittivity c can be obtained from the measured
admittance within about a second. Surprisingly, the solution (using Laguerre's method [13]) showed no tendency to
converge to a spurious root, perhaps because of the availability of good initial guesses for the permittivity. For
measurements using the 3.6 mm probe on water at 10
GHz, all terms in this series are needed to ensure convergence of the series to (3) to within 1 percent. The rate of
convergence of the series is extremely sensitive to the
dimensions of the probe and to the frequency.
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